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What this presentation covers
Different parts of fast-flux networks
Different methods to gather fast-flux  data 
Why all these different single sources not 
good enough stand-alone
How to get a complete picture of an attack



What comprises a fast-flux network
Domain names
Authoritative name servers
IP addresses
C&C Servers/ Mothership Servers



What are Fast-Flux networks used for
Hosting malware
Launching phishing
attacks 
Spam campaigns
Money Mule scams
Adult content



Sources to gather FF data
Trojans that generate them
Advertising agents (spam, etc...)
Compromised webservers
Dropsites, motherships
Black-list domains/URL Lists from analysis 
systems
No single source will ever give you the big 
picture



Why individually these methods not 
effective?

IP addresses change all the time
Attackers retire domains after a while
Fast-Flux network may not utilize the ONLY 
source you are monitoring 



Collecting FF domains from SPAM
Collecting SPAM emails through SPAM 
Traps
Storm, Weldec, Canadian Pharmacy, 
Online Pharmacy etc.
Not limited to e-mails…



Expanding SPAM Traps



SPAM based Fast-Flux monitoring
http://dnsbl.abuse.ch (honeypot based 
spam collection)
http://honeynet.org.au (Australian Honeynet
Project) Tracker



Dropsite data & Trojan data
After infection Trojans report to dropsites
Infected machines are used in botnets --
fast-flux networks
Identifying Trojan gives more information 
on the Fast-Flux network



Infected clients used in Fast-Flux 
hosting

IP address 
associated with 
name server

Same IP was 
reported as 
infected 



Victim IP FF IP aggregation 
With two days worth FF data there was 20 
IP matches
11 Conficker.B, 4 Zeus, 3 BManager, 1 
Limbo and 1 Unknown 
23 different domains hosting name servers



Rapid Zone Updates (RZU)
Records every alteration to all authoritative 
name servers belong to that TLD
Updates every 5 second interval
Stores data in flat files 



RZU file…



Double Flux name server
Use of simple Linux 
commands to retrieve 
name servers
Frequency of change
Number of IPs associated 
with it and their net block
If differs from the 
reasonably accepted rules 
it can be flagged as FF (eg
name server have 50 IPs)



Reported Fast-Flux on allycom1



Reported Fast-Flux



Domains for Double-Flux
Difficult to obtain 
because no changes 
for name server in 
RZU
RZU results has to 
combined with root 
zone file data
Domains always do 
not belong to one TLD 
makes it difficult



Single-Flux from RZU + Zone files



Aggregation gives fast results

Data-feeds



Aggregation Data Base

auth_ns

PK auth_ns_id

ns_name
FK1 query_id

domain

PK domain_id

domain_name
FK1 query_id

query

PK query_id

query_time
source
data

ns_domain_hit

PK ns_domain_hit_id

FK2 domain_id
FK1 auth_ns_id

auth_ns_ip_hit

PK na_ip_hit_id

FK1 auth_ns_id
FK2 ip_id

domain_ip_hit

PK domain_ip_hit_id

FK2 ip_id
FK1 domain_id

ip

PK ip_id

ip_address



Aggregation Database
Need to expand to accommodate more 
data
Uses series of Python scripts and shell 
commands to find data
Uses multiple databases (victimip, spam)
Currently do not follow domains actively 
after identification



Don’t wait take action
Once you find few IP addresses, couple of 
domains monitor them to find more data
Black-list/block on the slightest suspicion
Don’t wait till you know its bad. 
Data aggregation gives fast results  


